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Congenital heart disease is the most common birth defects, affecting 1 % live births

[1]. The cardiovascular system undergoes a series of morphogenetic events to form

a heart and an aorta in fetuses. Formation of the heart and aorta requires migration,

differentiation, and precise interactions among multiple cells from several embry-

onic origins [2]. Forkhead box2 (Foxc2) encodes a transcription factor and is

expressed in mesodermal tissues, such as the pharyngeal artery, outflow tract

endothelial/surrounding mesenchyme, bone, and kidney [3]. Simple knockout of

Foxc2 in mouse causes an interrupted aortic arch, ventricular septal defect, cleft

palate, and skeletal malformation [4]. The heart is made from primary and second-

ary heart field progenitors. The primary heart field gives rise to the left ventricle and

atria, while the secondary heart field contributes mainly to the right ventricle and

outflow tract [5] (Fig. 27.1).

To explore the tissue-specific roles of Foxc2 in aortic arch remodeling, we

generated mice carrying a floxed allele of Foxc2 (Foxc2flox) and crossed them

with several Cre mice, including the primary heart field (Nkx2.5-Cre knock-in)-

specific and secondary heart field (Islet1-Cre knock-in and Tbx1-Cre transgenic)-
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specific Cre lines. Surprisingly, conditional knockout (cKO) of Foxc2 in the

primary heart field (Nkx2.5-Cre;Foxc2flox/flox) and secondary heart field (Islet1-

Cre;Foxc2flox/flox and Tbx1-Cre;Foxc2flox/flox) resulted in an interrupted aortic arch

and perinatal lethality in mice. X-gal staining and immunostaining with anti-Foxc2

antibody confirmed that Foxc2 expression in the aortic arch was intact but deleted

in the outflow tract in these cKO embryos. These results indicate that the Foxc2

expression in the outflow tract, rather than direct role in the aortic arch, is crucial for

the aortic arch remodeling. It assumed that Foxc2 in the outflow tract regulates

aortic arch remodeling via secreted factors such as Fgf8, Fgf10, and other genes.
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Fig. 27.1 Aortic arch abnormalities in Foxc2 conditional knockout mice. (a) Normal aortic arch

formation in control mice (Foxc2flox/flox). (b–d) Conditional knockout mice showed interrupted

aortic arch (IAA) type B where part of the aorta between LCC and LSC is missing (arrow). LCC
left common carotid artery, LSC left subclavian artery, aAo arch of the aorta, Pt pulmonary trunk,

RCC right common carotid artery, RSC right subclavian artery, BC brachiocephalic artery
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